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About BED






Burlington’s municipal electric utility
◼ Public Power since 1905
◼ 117 employees, including the McNeil Generating Station
◼ Staff sharing partnership with VPPSA
21,000+ customers
◼ 17,196 residential / 3,876 commercial and industrial
◼ >6,000 residential accounts turn over each year
Electricity facts:
◼ Summer Peak: ~65 MW / Annual energy Use: ~350,000 MWH
◼ Third largest electric utility in Vermont
◼ McNeil is the largest energy producer in Vermont with VY Retirement
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Reliability





BED has seen continued improvement in reliability &
efficiency
Distribution system reliability stats as of December 31,
2018
◼ System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI):
0.43, Customer Average Interruption Duration Index
(CAIDI): 0.93
◼ Unplanned Outages – SAIFI 0.324 and CAIDI 0.673
Distribution system losses in 2017 = 1.73%. This is improved
from 3.96% in 1996.
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Rates and Capital
Program




BED has not raised rates since 2009

REC revenues have been important for BED, markets are currently down significantly from
previous highs several years ago

Effect of depressed REC markets buffered by forward sales made before the decline in
prices

Reorganization in 2015 reduced costs

BED monitors key bond metrics monthly (BED’s current Moody’s rating is A3)
BED continues to maintain a strategic capital program

Distribution system upgrades

IT Forward program – updates to critical meter data management, financial management
and customer information systems ongoing

Research into new technologies becoming more important
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Energy Efficiency Program


Burlington Energy Efficiency Record

Electric use in City has been reduced by approximately 6 percent in
2017 relative to 1989 when efficiency efforts ramped up

Efficiency investments save millions annually for BED customers

BED is proud to be the Energy Efficiency Utility for Burlington

Focus on new construction projects, multi-family rental housing
including the “split incentive” issue; 60% of customers rent

Continue to improve program co0rdination with Vermont Gas

BED well positioned to integrate Energy Efficiency, Tier 3 activities,
and other planning efforts

Low and moderate income focus ensuring that all customers have
access to our programs and services
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Tier 3 Energy Innovation


BED Tier 3 programs include:

EV rebate of $1,200, or $1,800 for low/moderate income customers

PHEV rebate of $1,000, or $1,500 for low/moderate income customers

Also - Tier 3 incentive for residential charging station ($400) tied to new
BED Residential Charging Rate

EV finance partnerships with VSECU, Vermont Federal and Green
Mountain Credit Unions

Cold-Climate Heat Pump rebate for oil and propane customers between
$750 (single), and $1000 (multi-head)

EV Workplace Charging Station Incentive of $1,000

E-Bus incentive – two buses expected in 2019 with an option for more in the
future

E-Bike rebate of $200 at local retail shops
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Net Zero Roadmap





As part of BED’s 2018-2019 Strategic Direction adopted by Electric
Commission, BED is working on a Net Zero Roadmap
BED’s Strategic Direction Goal is to “Make Burlington a ‘net zero energy city’
across electric, thermal, and ground transportation sectors by managing
demand, realizing efficiency gains, and expanding local renewable generation,
while increasing system resilience.”
Partnering with Synapse and RSG following a competitive RFP process on
following tasks:

Establish baseline of energy use across electric, thermal and ground
transportation sectors

Determine Business as Usual projection in each sector out to 2030

Analyze several pathways to get to Net Zero Energy City goal by 2030,
including cost-benefit of different approaches

Recommend pathway to get to Net Zero Energy City goal – due Summer
2019
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District Energy
Last year the Legislature passed and Governor signed Act 102 (H.616) which changed 30 VSA 209
to permit use of TEPF funds for biomass-led district heating systems.

In order to move the project forward, BED may need to access some of those funds for engineering
and design work, which would require the following minor language change:
(e) Thermal energy and process fuel efficiency funding.
(1) Each of the following shall be used to deliver thermal energy and process fuel energy efficiency services in
accordance with this section for unregulated fuels to Vermont consumers of such fuels. In addition, the
Commission may authorize an entity appointed to deliver such services under subdivision (d)(2)(B) of this
section to use monies subject to this subsection for engineering and design work for a district heat system
where the majority of the district’s energy would come from biomass sources, and for the conversion of thermal
energy customers using fossil fuels to district heat, if the majority of the district's energy is from biomass
sources, the district's distribution system is highly energy efficient, and such conversion is cost effective.
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Standard Offer


Standard Offer Exemption

BED is one of three utilities that has qualified for the exemption based on its resource
planning and investment decisions under current policy (WEC and Swanton are the
others).

BED has entered contracts for all Burlington non net metered solar (save for the 26KW
Leunig’s array which received a standard offer contract in the 2010 lottery) – total 3.9 MW

BED energy sources are primarily (75%) located in Vermont, and BED is 100% renewable
by generation and by RECs as noted in earlier slides.

BED strongly supports maintaining access to the exemption on an annual basis per
current law for utilities that previously have qualified for it.
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